




































































Hekale

47
the one dragged, the other followed,
a reluctant traveller

The next fragment comes from a different source but may have been
joined originally with the preceding one. Putting them together yields
the following picture, of Theseus and the bull on their way to Athens
and the country people reacting to the sight of them:

48
the one dragged, the other followed,

130 a reluctant traveller with a single hom
the club had smashed the other. They saw
and trembled, and no one dared
look massive man or monstrous beast
in the eye, till Theseus' great voice

135 reached them from the distance: 'Don't
be afraid! Don't run away! Let someone go
your fastest runner-to town with the news
for my father, Aigeus: how relieved
he'll be to hear it! "It's Theseus,

140 Theseus! He'll be here soon
from watery Marathon, the bull with him,
alive, on a leash." ,

'Hie paieon"
they cried in response, and waited
till he came, and as he passed they pelted him

145 with leaves, more plentiful than those
the south wind strews
or the north wind, blowing in the month
when the leaves fall-the men from the fields
crowded round him in a circle, and the women

150 ... flung their sashes over him ...

It is possible that the women sang a hymn of praise at this point, and
that the following fragment quotes them directly:

49
Gather round and hear me sing, women,
of Aithra, who bore a noble son.

Hekale

Some 22 lines are missing between the end of fragment 48 and the
beginning of fragment 50. Callimachus must have packed a good deal
of matter into the missing lines, for by the start of the next fragment the
scene has changed completely: the acclamation of Theseus has come to
an end, he has proceeded to Athens, Hekale has died, and day has
changed to night.

Two birds, both female, are now conversing in a tree. One is
certainly a crow, the other possibly an owl. The crow has been
speaking for some time, advising her interlocutor against taking bad
news to someone, presumably Theseus. It is hard to imagine what bad
news might be on her mind at this point, if not Hekale's death. The old
woman may have prayed to die after learning of Kerkyon's death
(fragment 35), and she may have learned of it just the day before
(connecting text directly above fragment 4 I). Apart from that, every
thing has been going well up to this point for Theseus. Finding Hekale
dead on his return will be his one disappointment.

The old crow reinforces her warning by telling a story in which she
herself had brought an unwelcome message, to no less a person than
Athena. It had happened eight generations earlier (crows traditionally
lived nine human generations), in the time of Kekrops, the first king of
Athens.

Hephaistos, in love with Athena, had pursued her once but only got
so far as to sprinkle her thigh with his seed. The goddess, using a piece
of wool, wiped it off and flung it to the ground. Earth took the seed in
and bore a child, Erichthonios, whose name, fancifully derived from
erion ('wool') and chthon (,earth'), reflects his origin. We hear from a
scholion to Iliad 2. 547 that Callimachus told this story in the Hekale,
though in what way and at what length we cannot determine. The
'etymology', at least, would be characteristic of him. He is also likely to
have adapted the narration to the persona of the narrator: the old crow,
having already offended Athena on an earlier occasion, would be wary
of offending her again by dwelling on the grosser details.

The rest of the story, as told by Antigonus of Carystus, runs as
follows: Athena, having hidden Erichthonios in a basket together with
a pair of serpents, entrusted the basket to the three daughters of
Kekrops, with the warning not to open it before she returned; she then
left for Pallene to get a mountain for her new city.

All these details figure in the next fragment, near the end of which
Callimachus alludes to something that had occurred still deeper in the
past, the contest between Athena and Poseidon for possession of the
city that would one day be Athens. Kekrops, evidently in serpent form,



50

bore witness to Athena's achievement (the creation of the olive tree)
and so secured her the victory.

The extremely fragmentary opening lines may refer to the time wh n
the crow enjoyed Athena's favour.

The crow, Athena's favourite bird at the time, had observed the girls
opening the basket and had flown off to inform her of their dis
obedience. The next two fragments describe the encounter between
Athena on her way back to Athens with the mountain on her
shoulders, and the crow eager to deliver her report:

.. May I never. . your temper, Lady
. .. evil signs aplenty. Light-winged birds
would never ... I wish I hadn't then .
So [it was that she exalted] your [race]

r80 and put down mine ...
But may you never fall
from favour! Athena's anger always
comes down hard.

But I
was a tiny chick then, [eight] generations ago.

a porridge dripping groats of barley
to the ground

But Hekale ...

54
185 'May I only manage to keep dread hunger

from my belly!

53

Hekale

There are approximately I I lines missing between this and the next
fragment. We now discover why the crow considers Hekale's death bad
news: the old woman used to feed her. After a number of gaps, we have
19 lines of Greek in a state of almost perfect preservation. The crow
launches into a passionate prophecy, balancing the story of her own
mistake in the past with the prediction of a similar mistake to be made
by the raven in the future.

52
She turned livid and fired a glance

175 aside, from under her brows, [at me]

Very little is legible in the opening lines of the next fragment. The
old crow apostrophizes Athena, expressing, perhaps, a wish not to
anger the goddess even further. Her punishment, banishment from the
acropolis, may be on her mind, together with her replacement by the
owl in Athena's affections.

Hekaler6

the gods . . . . .. Pallas
whose . . . for a long time I . .

r 55 until the time when ...
to the daughters of Kekrops ...
secret, unutterable-his birth
I neither knew nor discovered ..
[but, news reached] the birds, that Earth-

160 wouldn't you know it?-
had borne him to Hephaistos. Athena
was off, at the time, in Achaian Pallene,
fetching a bulwark for her town, won
by vote of Zeus

165 and the other twelve immortals, and confirmed
by the serpent's witness: then it was
the girls who guarded it conceived
their wicked plan ... undid
the basket [latches] . . .

51
170 With a great chunk of Mount Hypsizoros

hoisted aloft, she was on her way to the town
when I met her, by the beautiful
ever-gleaming grounds of Lycean Apollo.

The goddess dropped her burden, pleased neither with the message
nor the messenger:



We have only a few fragments that can be assigned with certainty to
the end of the poem. The crow evidently succeeded in persuading the
other bird not to take the news of Hekale's death to Theseus, for in the
next fragment Theseus appears not to know who has just been buried.
He asks Hekale's neighbours, on his return,

190 [Ah,] you'll get no [thanks
for your au]dacity! ...
. . . bringer of bad tidings. I hope
you're still alive then, so you may know
what inspiration the Thriai infuse

195 into this old crow! By the divine
not yet have all the days (by this
shrivelled hide of mine, this
tree, dried out though it is), not yet
have all the suns

200 set foot in the west, scuttling
pole and axle: but there will come
an evening or a night or a noon or a dawn
when the raven, who now contends
with swans and milk and foam on the wave's crest

205 for whiteness of complexion, will don a plumage
gloomy, black as pitch, his messenger fee,
paid him by Phoibos when he blurts
his ugly tidings out: Koronis, daughter
of Phlegyas, has taken up with Ischys,

210 breaker of horses.' Sleep fell upon her
talking thus, and upon her listening.
But the two didn't sleep for long, for suddenly
it came, the chilly breath of dawn,
when the hands of thieves leave off

2 I 5 groping for prey: morning lamps light up,
someone drawing water at a well lets loose
his water-drawing song, a man whose hut
hugs the road wakes to the squeal
of wagon wheels, and gathering thick

220 and fast, there's the nuisance
... of blacksmiths asking for a light ...

19Hekale

55
Whose tomb have you raised here?

The next fragment may come from Theseus' eulogy of her:

57
For that's the name

the villagers round about used to call her by.

The context may be different, however: we know from the Diegesis and
from other sources that Theseus established a deme in Hekale's
honour and dedicated a grove sacred to 'Zeus Hekaleios'; he also
enjoined the people to celebrate a banquet every year, perhaps
commemorating the humble meal Hekale had served him in her
cottage. The people may have called her 'Hekaline' not in a eulogy
at her funeral but repeatedly ever after, when summoning her to join
them in that banquet, called in our final fragment

58
230 the yearly feast of the Hekaleia.

56
Go, gentlest of women, along

the road heart-breaking pains travel not.
225 ... Often of you,

Mother, ... your hospitable hut
will come to mind, a place where all could rest

Plutarch (Theseus 14) tells us that Hekale's neighbours gave her the
nickname 'Hekaline'. The next fragment may refer to their use of it in
their own eulogy of her:

Hekale18





























































































































































































































































































































Annotated Index of Names332

Zeus (cont.)
married to his sister Hera, he has many
children by various goddesses and
mortal women, including Heracles by
Alkmene. See also Aristaian Zeus the
Ikrnian, Panchaian, Pisaian

Zeus of the Battle Cry, worshipped on
Keos: Ail. 3. 5. [18

(Zeus) the Watcher, avenger of Euthykles;
Ait. 3. [0. 1.j.

Zeus Xenios, god of hospitality: Ait. 3· 3.
10

Numbering of Fragments and
Epigrams: Comparative Tables

Readers interested in whether a given fragment has been translated
here, and where to find it, may consult the following tables.

Hek. is cited throughout by fragment number. Consecutive GP
numbers are not given for the Epigrams because they coincide exactly
with the numbering adopted in the translation.

Fragments

Ho. (Hek. only) Trans. (fr. nos.) Ho. (Hek. only) Trans. (fr. nos.)

41 27
2 2 42+43 28
4 3 44 29
7 4 45 3°
8 5 46 31
9 6 47 32

IO 7 48 33
II 8 49 34
[3 9 51 36
15 10 54+ 53 37
16 II 57 38
17 12 58 39
18 13 60 4°
24 14 62 41
25 16 63 42
27+28 I7 64 43
29 18 65 44
3° 19 67 46
31 20 68 47
32 2[ 68+69 48
33 22 7° 5°
34 23 7I 51
35 24 72 52
36+ 37 25 73 53
4° 26 74 54



334 Comparative Tables: Fragments and Epigrams Comparative Tables: Fragments and Epigrams 335
Ho. (Hek. only) Trans. (fr. nos.) Ho. (Hek. only) Trans. (fr. nos.) Pf., Pf. ii Trans. Pf., Pf. ii Trans.

78 49 136 15 97 Ail. 4· 7 236. 1-2 Hek. 7
79 55 158+4 1 27 98 8 236. 3 8
80 56 161 35 100 9 238.4 12
81 57 165 45 101 10 238. 15-32 13
83 58 102 II 239 17

103 12 24° 18

Pf., Pf. ii Trans. Pf., Pf. ii Trans. 1°4 13 241 19

Ail. I. 48 Ail. 2. 128-9
105 14 242 20

I I-50 106 15 243 21
ra. 24-5 (ii) 51 51 121-2

108 16 244 22
za. 20, 25, 30 110 17 245 4°(ii) 52 55 Ail. 3 I. 14-17

246
2 53-9 57 I. 102-7 23

60-1 58 I. 108-10 112 Ail. 2. 146-59 247 33
3 119 Ail. 2. 123- 7 248 25
4 62-3 59 I. 111-24

5 64 63 2 177 Ail. 3. I. 44-85 251 24

6 65 64 3 178 Ail. 2. 1-46 253. 1-6 26

7· 9-14 66-73 65-6 4
184 Ail. 2. 47-8 253· 7,8-12 28

7· 19-34 74-89 67 5. 1-20 254 27

9° 68 5· 21-3 191 la. 256 4210
II 91-6 69 5. 24-6 192 la. 2 257 43
12 97- 102 7° 5· 27-9 193 3 258 46

15 103 72 5· 30-1 194 4 259 47

17· 8-17 104- 9 73 5· 32-3 195 5 260. 1-15 48

18 110-24 74 5· 34-5 196 6 260. 16-29 5°
19 125 75 5· 36-142 197 7 260.3°-43 53
20 126 76 6.1-2 198 8 260.44-69 54
21. 3-10 127- 36 77 6. 3-4 199 9 261 51
22 137 78 7 200 a-b 10 262 55
23 138-55 79 8 201 II 263 56
24 156-78 80. 10-11 9. 1-2 202 12 264 58
25 179 80 +82. 17-23 2°3 13 269 16
26 180-9° (ii) 9· 3- 12 274 3°
27 191-2 84 10. 1-2 226 (Lyrica) 14 275 37
31b (ii) 193-4 85 10.3-17 227 (Lyrica) 15 281 10
31c (ii) 196-9 228 (Lyrica) 16 283 II

33 218 86 Ail. 4. IA 229 (Lyrica) 17 284 33
37 21 9- 23 87 I B 292 44
41 224-6 9° 2 23° Hek. 293 28

91 3 231 2 294 34
43 Ail. 2. 49-120 93· 1-7 4 232 3 3°0 36
44 13°-1 94 5. I 233 4 3°4 31
45 132 95 5· 2-5 234 5 310 39
46 133-4 96 6 235 6 311 14



336 Comparative Tables: Fragments and Epigrams Comparative Tables: Fragments and Epigrams 337

Pf., Pf. ii Trans. Pf., Pf. ii Trans.
Epigrams

3[3 Hek. 38 37 1 49
3'27 3'2 374 5'2 Pf. PA Trans. (~GP) Pf. PA Trans. (~GP)

3'28 41 376 '29 7· 89 54 3'2 1'2. 148 7
3'29 37 '2 7. 80 34 33 6. 347 '21
334 '25 384 VS

3 7.3 18 5'2 34 6·35[ 22
336 15 4 7· 317 51 35 7· 4[5 3°
337 33 59 1 Hek. 35 5 (in Athenaeus 14 36 7· 454 62
342 57 639 3'2 7·3[8b) 37 [3· 7 17
345 9 68'2 (+ '254) '27 6 (in Strabo 55 38 [3· 24 '20
346 54 [4. 638) 39 13· '25 19
35° 34 731 Ail. I. [95 7 9· 565 57 4° 7. 728 48
366 33 8 9· 566 58 4 1 [2. 73 4
368 34 732 Hek. 45 9 7· 45[ 4[ 42 [2. [[8 8

10 7· 520 33 43 1'2. 134 13

SH Trans. SH Trans.
[[ 7· 447 35 44 [2. [39 9
['2 7· 52[ 43 45 [2. [49 [0

25°. 8-[7 Ail. I. 104- 9 [3 7· 524 3[ 46 [2. [50 3
281. 4 Hek. [2 [4 7· 5[9 44 47 6·30[ '28

25'2 Ail. '2. [33-4 282 [7 15 7· 522 4° 48 6.3 10 26
253 135-45 283 25 [6 7· 459 37 49 6.3 1[ 27

Ail. 3. I. 1-[3
285. [-6 26 17 7· 27[ 45 5° 7· 458 49'254

I. 18-43
285. 7- [ 2 28 18 7. 272 38 5[ 5· [46 [5257· [5-37

259 (~177 Pf.) I. 44-85
286 32 [9 7· 453 46 5'2 12. 230 6

'260 1.86-7
287. [-10 33 20 7· 517 32 53 6. 146 23

260A I. 88-1O[ 287. I I-30 34 '2[ 7· 525 29 54 6. 147 24

264 (~ 57 Pf.) r , [02-07
288. [-[5 48 22 7· 5[8 36 55 6. [48 [6

265 (~59 Pf.) r . [I [-24
'288. [6-29 5° 23 7· 471 53 56 6. [49 '25

267 (~ 55 Pf.) I. 14-[7
288. 30-43 A 53 24 9· 336 60 57 6. 150 18

268 (=58 Pf.) I. 108-10 288·43 B-69 54 25 5. 6 [I 58 7· 277 5°
289 51 26 7· 460 47 59 [I. 362 59

276 Ail. [ 200-[7 27 9· 507 56 60 7· 523 39
28 [2·43 2 61 7· 725 42

29 [2. 51 5 62 6. 12[ 61

3° 12. 7I [2 63 5· 23 63
3[ [2. [02
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